Operating Instructions

e plorer

Reversible/removable centre column

Leg angle adjustment
To change the angle of the tripod leg, pull out the tab and pull the leg to the
desired angle (3 options). Push the tab back in place to lock it to the desired
angle.
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The centre column is reversible to allow the user to get their camera closer to the
ground. To reverse simply unscrew the hook at the base of the centre column and
unscrew the column from the grip closest to the base.
Once unscrewed either remove the column or reverse it and reattach the screw.
No centre column

Explorer TX-VK Carbon Travel Tripod

Unscrew hook

Leg locks
To adjust the height of the tripod, twist the leg locks a 1/2 twist clock wise to
release the leg. Pull out to the desired height and 1/2 twist counter clock wise to
secure into place. Ensure these are tightly secured before removing hand off
tripod.
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Accessory ports
3/8" and 1/4" accessory ports are located on the centre junction to mount
accessories. To mount simply screw the accessory into the relevant port.

Components

NotesBall head with 3/8" Mounting Screw
Reversible centre column
Leg angle adjustment (3 angles available)
Leg lock
Monopod
Stabilising hook
Multifunctional mount (Used for mounting other gear
for e.g. microphone or light etc)

Convert leg to monopod
The leg with a grip converts into a monopod. Twist anti-clockwise to unscrew the
leg. Unscrew the hook and remove the centre column, base plate and head.
Screw this into the monopod leg.
There is an additional base plate included so that the monopod can be used
without the centre column as well.

Maintenance
1. Prevent the tripod ball head from getting fouled in mud, dirt or sand
2. Blow off any sand or dust, or wipe it off with a soft cloth
3. Rinse any mud, dirt salt water and dry it thoroughly
4. Do not submerge the ball head in liquid
5. Do not apply any lubricant
6. Do not remove any of the knobs. this can damage the threads and ball locking
mechanism.
7. If used around salt water wash with fresh cold water and let dry before
collapsing the tripod.

Centre column

1. Working temperature -40C- 60C
2. Ensure all leg locks are secure before taking your hand off the tripod
3. Do not use the tripod for anything other than its intended use
4. Do not exceed max load limit
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